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TREATED WOODEN UTILITY POLE INDUSTRY MEETING REPORT 

Neema Crafts Conference Hall, Iringa 

Friday 31 July 2015 

 

SUMMARY 

Treated wooden utility pole industry stakeholders from across the value chain met for the first time to 

discuss constraints facing the industry and means to enhance competitiveness and sustainability.   

Following presentations to provide context and diverse perspectives, discussions highlighted the 

importance of focussing efforts on pole quality, pole specifications and hazardous waste management. 

The meeting endorsed formation of an association of pole treaters.  Other recommendations included: 

• TANESCO (and other buyers) should reach out to stakeholders throughout the value chain to 

better understand and address quality issues.   

• TANESCO should review their poles inspection system, ensuring stricter compliance. 

• Private outgrower schemes, public sector extension and development programmes should 

support ongoing skills and services development in supplying quality planting material, 

implementing good practice plantation establishment, management and harvesting techniques. 

• Pole treating companies should abide to standards and specifications especially net retention 

and solution strength, and engage a third party to carry out poles inspection at the factories. 

• TANESCO should commission research into pole specifications, specifically the opportunity for 

smaller diameter poles to be used while not compromising on the end use characteristics.   

• Industry players require clearer implementation guidance from institutions such as National 

Environment Management Council regarding environmental, health and safety concerns. 

 

PARTICIPANTS 

Forestry Development Trust SGS Tanzania 

Lesheya Investment Sheda General Supplies 

National Environment Management Council Tanganyika Wattle Company (TANWAT) 

New Forests Company Tanzania Electricity Supply Company (TANESCO) 

Poles Tanzania  Tanzania Forest Industries Federation (SHIVIMITA) 

Private Forestry Programme Tree Growers Association Apex Body 

Sao Hill Forest Plantation Unilever Tea Tanzania 

Sao Hill Industries (Green Resources Limited) Umoja wa Wafanya Biashara Nguzo Tanzania (UWANGUTA) 

 

 

Meeting organised and facilitated by the Forestry Development Trust 
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QUOTES 

“Quality needs to be a culture” “Up to us to raise the bar” 

“We’ve created our own enemies” "Cooperate together" 

"Don't compromise on quality but compete"  “Be united” 
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TREATED WOODEN UTILITY POLE INDUSTRY MEETING REPORT 

Neema Crafts Conference Hall, Iringa 

Friday 31 July 2015 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

The transmission pole industry is an important contributor to local/national development through 

employment, revenues, links to the energy sector, and forestry by-products.  Assured supply of high 

quality poles are essential for electricity distribution networks, while assured markets are required for 

public and private pole suppliers.  This includes smaller-scale tree growers whose species choice decisions 

need to match market outlook, and are actively being encouraged by Forestry Development Trust and 

others to plant improved eucalyptus seed varieties.    

Concerns have been voiced over the quality of poles produced and traded, which might serve to 

undermine the long-term competitiveness of the pole industry especially in light of substitute materials 

(e.g. concrete poles) and imports.  Specific issues relate to the strength properties and chemical treatment 

of poles.  Assured supply is dependent upon the availability of poles, which is increasingly dependent upon 

partnerships between different pole suppliers, including individual tree growers. In addition to ensuring 

sufficient quality and quantity, health and safety considerations also exist along the value chain, from the 

siting of eucalyptus plantations to the pole treatment process. Improved competitiveness of the pole 

industry in Tanzania is required to maintain and boost economic contributions, including the tapping of 

export markets within East Africa and beyond.  This requires an adequate understanding of regulations 

and standards across borders. 

Treated wooden utility pole industry stakeholders met in Iringa on 31 July 2015. The main objective of the 

meeting was to discuss and identify key constraints and opportunities to ensure a vibrant and sustainable 

transmission pole industry in Tanzania. Participants included public and private sector representatives 

from different stages of the wooden utility pole value chain, including tree growers (large-scale 

commercial and individuals), pole suppliers, pole treatment operators, transporters, buyers, trade-related 

associations, institutions responsible for standards and quality control, and support programmes.  The 

meeting agenda and list of participants are given in Annexes 1 and 2. This was the first time that a wide 

variety of treated wooden utility pole players had met together to discuss industry-level issues. 

The meeting was organised and facilitated by the Forestry Development Trust and preparations were 

undertaken in close collaboration with a selection of industry players.  
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INTRODUCTORY PRESENTATIONS 

Various presentations were made to provide background and varying perspectives, as follows: 

• Overview of treated wooden pole industry in Tanzania 

• Buyer perspectives: TANESCO  

• Pole producer perspectives: Sao Hill Forest Plantation  

• Pole treatment operator perspectives: New Forests Company  

• Pole supplier perspectives: UWANGUTA 

• Quality control perspectives: National Environment Management Council and SGS Tanzania 

OVERVIEW OF TREATED WOODEN POLE INDUSTRY 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE AND OUTLOOK 

• Pole industry is a major economic activity providing employment and income to communities 

in rural and urban areas. 

• Business opportunities for pole suppliers, pole dealers, transporters, chemical suppliers, 

equipment suppliers and government taxation (e.g. pole dealers sold poles worth TSH 9.5 

billion to New Forests Company and Sao Hill Industries in this financial year). 

• Rural electrification expanding rapidly: TANESCO target of 250,000 grid connections per 

annum and increase of access to electricity from 18.4% to 30% by 2015, while REA target 

increase rural access to electricity from 36% to 75% by 2025. 

• Transmission poles also required for replacement of old poles. 

• Increasing regional demand (885,000 in 2011). 

OVERVIEW OF DEMAND AND SUPPLY 

• The treated wooden utility pole industry is dominated by eucalyptus poles purchased for 

electricity distribution (not transmission).   

• Rural electrification programme is major driver of demand. Domestic market includes 

TANESCO and REA (plus sponsored by development partners projects such as EU, WB, AfDB 

including Millennium Challenge Corporation (Symbion Power, Pike Electric) and Eltel 

Networks). Partners for REA include SIDA, NORAD, ORIO etc. 

• Market demand in Tanzania around 300,000 poles per annum, installed capacity around 

544,000 poles per annum, and utilisation capacity around 110,000 poles per annum. 

• Export markets include Kenya (imports ≈45,000 poles annually from Tanzania out of total 

estimated annual demand of 480,000 poles in 2010), Uganda (estimated demand 250,000 

poles), Burundi (estimated demand 20,000), Rwanda and DRC. 

• Competition from substitutes (concrete poles) and imports (mostly from South Africa). 

• Planting estimated 13,385.7 ha eucalyptus for Southern Highlands in 2015 (see Figure 1 for 

planting in Mufindi District, showing extent of small to medium-scale private forestry). 

• Raw poles sourced from Government plantations (Sao Hill Forest Plantation), tea companies 

(Unilever, Mufindi Tea Company), tree growers (individual woodlots, TGAs), private forest 

companies (Green Resources Limited, New Forests Company (once mature), TANWAT, Jilanjo, 

Fox Farm), faith-based organisations, schools, District Councils and prison plantations. 

• Forestry Development Trust baseline survey conducted in 2014 revealed 36% of all private 

growers with eucalyptus woodlots, with some variation by district (Figure 2 and 3). 
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Figure 1. Map of Mufindi District showing eucalyptus and pine plantations and woodlots, 2013 

 

Source: Forestry Development Trust 

 

Figure 2. % tree growers with eucalyptus woodlots and average woodlot size (acres) by district 

 

Source: Forestry Development Trust household survey (2014).  
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Figure 3. Species and age of woodlots by district 

 

Source: Forestry Development Trust household survey (2014).  

 

TREATMENT, QUALITY AND STANDARDS 

• Quality testing needs to cover pole strength, chemical strength, penetration and retention. 

• Pole treatment:  

o Tanzania: 8 pole treatment companies, total capacity >500,000 poles per year 

o Kenya: 17 pole treatment companies, total capacity >1,000,000 poles per year 

o Uganda: 5 pole treatment companies, total capacity 340,000 poles per year 

• Quality bodies: 

o Tanzania Bureau of Standards 

o National Environmental Management Council 

o Societe Generale de Surveillance (SGS) 

o Ministry of Works and Employment 

• Quality standards (specifications) 

o TZS 685: 2002(E) Wood preservation by means of pressure creosoting 

o TZS 686: 2002(E) Wood poles and blocks for power and telecommunication lines  

• Quality issues 

o Eucalyptus originally grown for domestic and industrial fuel purposes, not utility poles. 

o Grown from low quality seed and trees not always managed for pole production. 

o Cracks tremendously after felling and during seasoning. 

o Shortage of raw material resulting in harvesting of immature poles. 

o Sub-standard pole treatment affecting durability. 

o Strength properties uncertain (strength tests needed for 8m, 9m, 10m poles). 
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BUYER PERSPECTIVES 

TANESCO 

• Treated eucalyptus poles are purchased by TANESCO for electricity distribution, with 12m poles 

used for 11kV and 33kV lines and 10m poles for lower voltage lines (0.23 and 0.4 kV).  Longer 

poles (13-15m) are used for road crossings. 

• TANESCO's annual average demand for treated wooden poles has increased from 62,875 poles in 

2010 to 134,460 poles in 2014, while 240,1000 is projected for 2016 (Figure 4).  The rising demand 

of wooden poles is attributed to the increase in customer connections from 100,000 to 250,000. 

The Tanzanian government targets an increase in connection levels to 30% by 2015, 50% by 2025 

and at least 75% by 2033.  In addition, the Rural Energy Authority (REA) also has its own annual 

requirement.  A third phase to REA is under planning. 

Figure 4. TANESCO poles demand, 2010-2016 

 

• While the average lifespan of properly treated wooden utility poles is 40 years, TANESCO reports 

an estimated 80% of treated wooden poles failing before the age of 10 years.  The replacement 

costs are substantial, with TANESCO spending around TSH 10 billion annually.  Most poles are 

failing within ten years due to a combination of low chemical retention due to poor treatment 

practices (recommended preservative retention is 20kg/m3 for copper/chrome/arsenic (CCA) 

treated poles and 160 kg/m3 for creosote) and poor seasoning due to inadequate drying. 

• The short life span of most wooden poles has prompted TANESCO to embark on the use of 

concrete poles as a substitute for wooden poles for medium-voltage lines.  It is expected that 

concrete poles use will start within two years, although demand for wooden poles will continue. 

POLE PRODUCER PERSPECTIVES 

SAO HILL FOREST PLANTATION 

• Sao Hill Forest Plantation was established 1939 and is the largest amongst 16 public forest 

plantations in Tanzania, covering 48.3 % of the nation’s plantation area.  The plantation has a 

total of 135,903 ha, of which 54,070 ha is planted with exotic tree species, mainly pines 

(mostly Pinus patula with also P. caribaea and P. kesiya) and eucalyptus (mostly E. saligna 

with also E. madenii and E. grandis). 

• It was established primarily to meet the domestic demand for sawn timber and pulp and 

paper, particularly for Sao Hill Sawmill and Southern Paper Mill (now Mufindi Paper Mill). 

Emerging demand for eucalyptus wood poles has been a challenge as most compartments 

are second and third coppice generation of low quality and quantity.  
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• The allowable cut for eucalyptus is 175,000 m3 per year (saw logs and poles), however the 

availability of utility poles is less than 50% of the allowable cut.  This poses a challenge to 

buyers since sale of eucalyptus products is in terms of standing volume per plot. 

• The plantation has started to improve the quality of eucalyptus trees for poles by establishing 

a special eucalyptus poles scheme and acquisition of other improved genetic materials such 

as improved seed and clones. Moreover, the plantation is embarking on establishing new 

compartments rather than maintaining the existing compartments with coppices. 

POLE TREATMENT OPERATOR PERSPECTIVES 

NEW FORESTS COMPANY 

• Major challenges include the informal market (locally fabricated treatment facilities lacking 

pressure pumps and using low concentration of chemicals), and hazardous waste management.   

• Stressed the importance of an association for non-commercial promotion of the industry, provide 

a collective voice to lobby key stakeholders, and promote industry best practice. 

 

TREE GROWER PERSPECTIVES 

TREE GROWER ASSOCIATIONS AND APEX BODY 

• Main challenges include availability of quality seed, lack of market information, poor perception 

of eucalyptus water consumption, low technical knowledge, and traders buying at low prices. 

• Importance of private growers underlined by situation at Sao Hill Forest Plantation, where only 

3,567 ha of 54000 ha planted are eucalyptus (about 7%), out of which 1250 ha are in harvesting 

age. Given 50% meets specifications for poles, most of the factories (90%) are getting supplies 

from small holder woodlots.  It would be useful for tree growers’ planning purposes if pole buyers 

(such as TANESCO and REA) can develop ten-year demand projections.  It may be possible to partly 

derive the demand using the projected increases in customer connections (currently 32% access 

to electricity, aiming for 75% by 2033). 
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POLE SUPPLIER PERSPECTIVES 

UWANGUTA 

• Registration underway, with 150 members consisting of local suppliers who deal with smaller-

scale growers and carry out poles sourcing (Iringa, Njombe, Mbeya and Ruvuma regions), harvest 

and deliver to factories. Many members have also invested in tree growing. Estimated 54,000 

people directly benefit or are directly involved in this business. 

• Challenges include seasonality, the availability of raw poles (mostly originating from poorly-

managed coppice), fluctuating factory gate prices and delayed payment upon delivery of raw 

poles to treating companies. Another concern if the high prices of raw material from government 

plantations, given low recovery and sales mechanism based on volume not number of poles. 

• It was proposed to establish contracts with pole treating companies on the supplies required and 

a payment system so that they are able to properly plan their business.  

QUALITY CONTROL PERSPECTIVES 

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

• Established pursuant to Environment Management Act (Cap 191 of 2004). Undertakes 

enforcement, compliance and monitoring of EIAs, environment research and awareness raising. 

• Certifies EIA prior to construction of pole treatment plants. Possible environmental issues in poles 

production are mostly related to processing: 

o Mobilization phase: Noise pollution due to movement of construction materials; Air 

pollution due to smoke from earth moving equipment; Increased solid waste; Safety and 

health risks. 

o Operation phase: Inadequate management and operations; Maintenance of machinery 

and structures; Water supply for wood poles treatment plant facility hygiene; Electrical 

Energy; Personnel supervision and monitoring; Fire break out in wood poles treatment 

plants; Generation of chemical waste in form of sludge; Noise pollution; Solid waste; and 

Socio economic impacts-employment, workers safety, HIV/AIDS spread. 

SGS TANZANIA 

• Inspection (preparation, treatment, loading), verification (conformity to buyer specifications), 

testing (strength and chemical penetration) and certification (inspection reports). Inspecting 

treated poles at the time of loading from the plant premises into a road truck covers length, 

diameter, moisture content, chemical retention, straightness, presence of rot, knots and splits, 

presence of insects and fungi, diameter of drilled holes. 

• Stock monitoring of the treated and untreated poles on a weekly basis.  Traceability possible using 

the serial numbers attached to poles from Sao Hill Forest Plantation. 

TANZANIA BUREAU OF STANDARDS (TBS) 

• The Standards Act (1999) and ‘TBS’ Mark Certification Scheme regulations.  Provides inspection, 

sampling and testing of locally manufactured and imported commodities. Quality control of 

products of all description and to promote standardization in industry and commerce. Undertakes 

calibration of pressure gauges and testing rig gauge and issues a certificate of conformity. 

MINISTRY OF WORKS AND EMPLOYMENT 

• Conducts workplace inspections for ensuring employees meet minimum requirements of the 

Occupational Health and Safety Act (No. 5 of 2003).  
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DISCUSSION 

POLE QUALITY 

Quality is the main issue undermining the long-term competitiveness and sustainability of the wooden 

utility pole industry. TANESCO reporting 80% of treated poles failing before 10 years. 

Quality is affected at various stages of the pole value chain: 

• Tree species (growth rate and form), seed quality and silviculture /management: Early seed choice 

and management was mainly focussed on other products. 

• Harvesting - age, technique: Harvesting of immature trees, which split before reaching required 

25-28% moisture content (sapwood is 25mm, the rest is heartwood) and are therefore treated 

before they are adequately dry. 

• Seasoning, chemical type/quality/concentration and treatment technology: Quality conformity is 

critical at these stages since cannot compromise on water content and chemical penetration and 

retention. Competition from cheaper poles from South Africa has led to some pole treaters 

compromising on chemicals to save costs. Technology is relatively simple and has remained 

relatively unchanged for many years. 

• Storage and transport: Substandard inputs such as anti-split plates are not regulated. 

Quality has already affected Tanzanian pole producers access to markets; dependence on wooden pole 

imports and planned introduction of concrete poles as a substitute are clearly threats to the local wooden 

pole industry. This needs to be addressed firstly, by the industry ensuring treated wooden poles reach the 

required specifications and, secondly, improving the overall image of the industry.  Integrity and 

professionalism on the part of pole treatment operators is essential for quality assurance.   However, it 

was also noted that quality assurance will become an issue for concrete poles just as it has been the case 

with wooden poles, and the state of transport infrastructure would likely damage concrete poles.   

Addressing quality requires collaboration; no one player can tackle quality alone. Information breakdown 

has been a serious challenge along the value chain, requiring ongoing dialogue. 

Achieving a ‘level playing field’ among producers is affected by governance challenges during 

procurement (e.g. so-called ‘briefcase operators have reportedly won tenders in the past). 

RECOMMENDATIONS:  

It was advised that TANESCO (and other buyers) should reach out to stakeholders throughout the value 

chain to better understand and address quality issues.  It was also recommended that TANESCO should 

review their poles inspection system, ensuring stricter compliance. 

Private outgrower schemes, public sector extension and development programmes should support 

ongoing skills and services development in supplying quality planting material, implementing good 

practice plantation establishment, management and harvesting techniques. 

Pole treating companies should abide to standards and specifications especially net retention of 20kg/m3 

treatable and 6% solution strength. Whenever possible, pole treating companies should engage a third 

party such as SGS to carry out poles inspection at the factories. 

POLE SPECIFICATIONS 

Notwithstanding the clear need for pole producers and treatment operators to address quality assurance, 

it was noted that eucalyptus has very good strength properties and the current specifications for 

eucalyptus poles are based upon UK specifications and do not necessarily match the situation in Tanzania. 
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RECOMMENDATION:  

TANESCO should commission research into altering pole specifications, specifically the opportunity for 

smaller diameter poles to be used – and therefore increase the local availability of poles and greater 

woodlot utilisation – while not compromising on the end use characteristics.   

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT 

While quantities of such hazardous waste is not substantial (estimated 500 kg annually), the management 

of waste from pole treatment plants is a very important environmental issue.  Some waste facilities exist 

(for example, Kihesa in Iringa), but they are felt to be substandard and there is no known outlet in Tanzania 

for hazardous waste such as arsenic and copper.   

It was also noted that while CCA is banned in some other parts of the world due to environmental, health 

and safety concerns, alternatives (such as Tanalith E) are two to three times the cost of CCA and would 

therefore result in treated wooden poles produced in Tanzania becoming less competitive.  

RECOMMENDATION:  

Industry players require clearer implementation guidance from institutions such as National Environment 

Management Council who are responsible for environmental, health and safety concerns, and not just to 

identify issues. 

 

RESOLUTION 

The meeting endorsed the formation of an association of pole treaters.  Participants voicing their 

support and willingness to collaborate (not equivalent to membership) included TANWAT, New Forests 

Company, Sao Hill Forest Plantation, SHEDA enterprises, Lesheya Investments, Poles Tanzania, 

UWANGUTA, SGS, National Environment Management Council, SHIVIMITA, TGA Apex Body, TANESCO, 

Forestry Development Trust and Private Forestry Programme.  Pole dealers and pole producers (growers) 

were identified as having unique needs and would be better placed to develop their own form of 

organisation. 

• The Association should provide a platform for the following functions: 

o Enable dialogue and advocacy with government including TANESCO; 

o Promote ethics and values among members; 

o Promote self-regulation among members; and 

o Share ideas and information in support of decision-making. 

• Support was given to an interim committee to lead the next steps of Association development in 

the interests of all potential members: New Forest Company, Sao Hill Industries, TANWAT and 

SHEDA enterprises. This association development group would share their ideas back with 

potential industry members. 

• Forestry Development Trust was requested to support the interim committee in the formation 

of the Association, especially the initial stages of drafting a Constitution. 
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ANNEXES 

 

ANNEX 1.  AGENDA 

 

 

09:00 – 09:30 Introduction  

Overview of workshop objectives and participants, confirm agenda 

 

09:30 – 10:00 Background presentation (Forestry Development Trust)  

Overview of transmission pole industry in Tanzania (structure of value chain, support 

services and regulatory framework, specifications/standards, trends globally and in 

Tanzania, economic importance, key constraints and considerations) 

 

10:00 – 13:00 Stakeholder perspectives 

30-minute sessions to include presentations (outlining 2-3 priority issues, constraints or 

opportunities) followed by comments and discussion. Presenters include: 

 

- Pole buyers/users: TANESCO 

- Regulators: National Environment Management Council and SGS 

- Treatment plant operator: New Forests Company 

- Commercial supplier: Sao Hill Forest Plantation 

- Association of pole suppliers 

 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

 

14:00 – 16:00 Group Work 

Discussion of priority issues arising from presentations and industry responses 

Consideration of how best to proceed as a stakeholder grouping 

Identification of follow-up actions 

   

16:00 – 16:30 Concluding remarks 

  Agreement on next steps and close of meeting 
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ANNEX 2  PARTICIPANTS 

 

 Name  Affiliation  Position  Email  Telephone  

Daudi S. Anyasime  SGS Tanzania  Assistant Agri Manager  anyasime.daudi@sgs.com  0763 888056  

Viatus Bahati  Sao Hill Industries  General Manager  viatus.bahati@greenresources.no  0715 666339  

Eng. Theodory Bayona  TANESCO  Manager, Planning and Design  theodory.bayona@tanesco.co.tz  0685 536429  

Shadrack S. Bijuro  Sao Hill Forest Plantation  Plantation Manager  bijuro2003@yahoo.com  0683 303066  

Cyprian C. Chuhila  UWANGUTA (Umoja wa Wafanya 
Biashara Nguzo Tanzania)  

Chairman  cypychuhila@gmail.com  0754 054028  

Mussa Gwalema  Forestry Development Trust  Private Sector Engagement 
Coordinator  

mussa.gwalema@forestry-trust.org  0783 218349  

Islam Huwel  Poles Tanzania  ihuwel@yahoo.com  0773 555555  

Castro Juma  Poles Tanzania  salimhuwel@polestanzania.co.tz  0752 406700  

Trymore Katambarare  UWANGUTA  Finance  trymore_katambarare@yahoo.com  0757 690497  

Hamisi Kitila  UWANGUTA  Spokesman  hamisikitila.hk@gmail.com  0713 528948 / 0757 849131  

Antery Kiwale  TANWAT  Chief Forest Manager  akiwale@tanwat.com  0754 382251 / 0713 800170  

Mosses Y. Kuppa  UWANGUTA  mkuppa1111@yahoo.com  0756 767091  

Dr. Emil Lesheya  Lesheya Investment  Chairman  leseheyacoltd@gmail.com  0754 413380  

Ally H. Lichombo  UWANGUTA  Finance  ally2hassan@yahoo.com  0764 606664  

Darren Marillier  New Forests Company  Group Pole Plant Manager  darren.marillier@newforests.net  0769 419759  

Laurent A. Mfugale  Tree Growers Association Apex Body  Chairman  laurentmfugale@gmail.com  0757 287931  

Simon Milledge  Forestry Development Trust  Director – Sector Insight  simon.milledge@forestry-trust.org  0788 102580 / 0756 185075  

Yuda Mkollo  Forestry Development Trust  Market Intelligence Manager  yuda.mkollo@forestry-trust.org  0786 344198  

Emmanuel Mwasilu  National Environment Management Council  eavilus@yahoo.com  0757 668389  

John Mwaura  Sao Hill Industries  Poles Business Manager  john.mwaura@greenresources.no  0713 282670  

Mwaniki Ngibuini  Forestry Development Trust  Executive Director  mwaniki.ngibuini@forestry-trust.org  0714 923861 / 0784 737796  

Egbert Ngonzi  UWANGUTA  Secretary  egbertngonzi@gmail.com  0755 205963 / 0756 036214  

Juhani Pekkala  Private Forestry Programme  Plantation Forestry Advisor  jmpekkala@gmail.com  0688 233079  

Anthony Rowan  Unilever Tea Tanzania  Development Director  anthony.rowan@unilever.com  0759 691830  

Awadhi Shedafa  Sheda General Supplies  shedags@gmail.com  0754 289984 / 0784 364461  

Ben M. Sulus  SHIVIMITA (Tanzania Forest 
Industries Federation)  

President  bensulus@gmail.com  
bensulus@yahoo.com  

0759 291261 / 0788 291261  

Sangito Sumari  Private Forestry Programme  Private Forestry Manager  sangito2003@yahoo.com  0757 406756  
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 Name  Affiliation  Position  Email  Telephone  

Absent with apologies:  

Bertus Coetzee  Dolphin Bay Chemicals  Managing Director  bertus@dolphinbay.co.za  +27 (0)82 7895264  

Daryll Eharke  Arch Wood Protection (SA) (Pty) Ltd  Export Manager  daryll.ehrke@lonza.com  +27 (0)83 6086607  

Luquman Mehrab  Mufindi Wood Poles  0767 522551  

Agnes Mneney  Tanzania Bureau of Standards  agnes.mneney@tbs.go.tz  0754 562850  

Dr. Reuben Mwamakimbullah  Sokoine University of Agriculture  mwama@suanet.ac.tz  0784 658969 / 0758 465557  

 

 


